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About This Game

Once upon a time, Jack and Jill, went up the hill, to fetch a pail of water. It didn’t particularly end well for them, and to be
honest, things aren’t exactly great for another Jack and Jill either.

In Jack N’ Jill DX, players must assume the role of Jack, overcoming many hazards, in a bid to reach Jill, who awaits him at the
end of 140 levels, in typical old-school one-button platformer fashion! But, for the players who feel the guy should be the one

who needs saving, we absolutely agree and that’s why Jill is available as a playable character as well! All you need to do, to play
as her, is swap the graphics and hey presto, the change is complete!

Whoever you choose to play as, as you run and jump to your friend’s rescue across 7 worlds, you will do so to the sound of a
chiptune soundtrack that will transport you back to the golden age of video gaming. But the old school feels, don’t end there.

With grey-scale monochrome graphics and easy to learn controls, yet addictive gameplay, it will even feel like a game straight
up from the days of old, as well. Will you rise to the challenge of reuniting them?

Features

 7 worlds made up of 20 levels each

 7 in-game mini-games., where you can earn tickets for the in-game store

 1 button gameplay
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 In-game store with in-game tickets that are used for unlocking hats and screen colours

 Mirror Mode

 2 Playable characters

Deluxe Improvements

 Improved GFX

 improved Music

 Upgraded in-game stuff
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Title: Jack N' Jill DX
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Rohan Narang, Ratalaika Games S.L.
Publisher:
Ratalaika Games S.L.
Release Date: 28 Sep, 2018

 7ad7b8b382 

English,French,German,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,Japanese,Russian
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Beyond the nostalgia factor, the idea of a one button platformer with game boy esthetic is cool. it's a bit strange to have a
character who can only jump and move forward automatically it can be hard to manage, the timing must be really tight and the
gameplay goes in that way. It's a curious mix between kirby and super meat boy. I recommand it.. Beyond the nostalgia factor,
the idea of a one button platformer with game boy esthetic is cool. it's a bit strange to have a character who can only jump and
move forward automatically it can be hard to manage, the timing must be really tight and the gameplay goes in that way. It's a
curious mix between kirby and super meat boy. I recommand it.
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